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Clinical decision making & 
appropriate outcomes:



Reject / back to referrer Signpost to an alternative 
service or organisation 

Referral Accepted

Possible outcomes from 
triage of referral in to 

CAMHS SPA:



‘Callie’ (9) has become increasingly distressed before school over the 

past few months; she gets tearful and complains about stomach aches 

and headaches and is increasingly clingy, not wanting to leave her 

mum in the playground in the mornings. At home, she finds it difficult 

to tolerate having her parents on a different floor of the house from 

herself and has stopped going on playdates. She has missed several 

days of school when the anxiety has been at its worst, which is 

frustrating and upsetting for her parents as school have been very 

concerned about her attendance.

Callie 



Signposting

Low mood /depression 

DA/DV

Self harm 

Substance misuse



Concerns about her behaviour.
Signs of anxiety, very low self esteem.
Known Asperger's syndrome.
Spends all the time in bed since September - since moving to secondary school – just started year 7.
Concerned about the way she looks - she needs to feel perfect before going out, spends hours staring in the 
mirror.
No vomiting, no signs of bulimia or anorexia.
Very self conscious.
Addicted to her phone.
Fussy eater.
Sleeping ok- but stays up late.
Performance in school - doing ok when there.
Gets along with friends ok.
Does not seem to have coped with secondary school transition, onset of puberty.

Consider:



Consider:

X is age 9 and would like help with feeling useless and high anxiety.



Consider:

Impulsive behaviour - often violent in nature. Struggles to control fidgeting. Father 

worries about ADHD as possibility. Had traumatic past with mother who is now in a 

Psychiatric hospital, she is no longer legal guardian of X. She attacked X as a 6 year 

old and there was a court case associated with this. Possible asphyxiation as a child. 

X is very bright, able to describe how he feels and how he has a good and a bad side 

and how sad his good side feels after he has done bad stuff. Sometimes attacks his 

sister, he dislikes that this happens. Dad describes X as very loving overall despite 

these bad episodes. Struggles at school, can't concentrate, and spends time out of 

class in quiet room and with the deputy head to keep calm. Poorly modulated 

behaviour. ?ADHD Now age 10, previously worked with a therapist x1 year and this 

was supportive, School have provided ELSA. There has been previous children's 

services involvement.





Initial Assessment 

Approximately 1.5 hour comprehensive interview that includes: 

• History taking: 
• Family structure
• Developmental history
• mental health concern 

• Current Functioning: 
• Home life 
• Friendship 
• Academic progress 

• ASC Screening if appropriate 
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